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THE BRAUER GROUP OF GRADED AZUMAYA ALGEBRAS. II:

GRADED GALOIS EXTENSIONS^ )

BY

LINDSAY N. CHILDS

ABSTRACT.   This paper continues the study of the Brauer group

BAR, G)  of  G-graded Azumaya  R-algebras begun in [$],   A group

Galz^CR, G)  of graded Galois extensions is constructed which always con-

tains, and often equals, the cokernet of BAR, G)   modulo the usual Brauer

group of R.   Sufficient conditions for equality are found.   The structure of

GaizAR, G)   is studied, and   Galz^Ä, (Z/peZ)r)   is computed.   These results

are applied to give computations of a Brauer group of dimodule algebras

constructed by F. W. Long.

In the first paper of this name ([5] = [CGO]) we introduced and studied

a Brauer group of graded Azumaya algebras BAR, G) for G a finite abelian

group, R  a commutative ring with units group  U(R), and 0:  G x G —►

U(R) a fixed bimultiplicative map. When G = Z2  and 0 is nontrivial,

BAR, G) is the Brauer-Wall group ([19], [3], [17]), introduced to provide an

appropriate image for the Clifford algebra map on quadratic spaces. When <p is

trivial, B(R, G) was studied in [14].

This paper is a sequel to   [CGO]   and is motivated by two problems arising

in   [CGO]. One problem was that of finding an appropriate group of graded

Galois extensions into which BAR, G) is mapped (via a map called n in

[CGO]) with kernel B(R), the usual Brauer group.  In   [CGO]   this was solved

by an ad hoc method of inducing a product on the image of tt from that on

BAR, G), and computing this product explicitly as needed. This sufficed to

describe BAR, G) for G cyclic.  In this paper we remedy the ad hoc treatment

of the image of it by introducing (§1) a group Gate. AR, G) of graded Galois

extensions, with the group structure intrinsically defined, into which it maps

as a homomorphism. It turns out that the group GzfzÄR, G) can be described

rather explicitly in many cases, and this leads to progress on the second problem

left over from   [CGO], namely, describing BAR, G) when G is noncyclic.
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Suppose, as we shall from §3 on, that R is a connected commutative ring,

G is an abeUan group of order n  and exponent m,  and R contains  1/«  and

a primitive mth root of unity. We show in §2 that to compute Gate.,AR, G) it

suffices to do it for G a p-group. In §3 we compute Gate^(R, G) when G =

Z e x ■ ■ • x Z e (r copies) in terms of Comm(/?, G), the group of commutative

Galois extensions with group G and in terms of two r x r matrix groups with entries

in Z/peZ:  a group of skew matrices, and an orthogonal group Or(M). If p is

odd and <t>s:  G x G —► U(R), defined by (¡>s(o, t) = <p(o, r), 0(t, o), is non-

degenerate, our description becomes the exact sequence

1 —► Commit, G) -f Gate AR, G)-+(T       (M) -* 1
~/p ^

where M is a nonsingular symmetric matrix representing 4>s-

In §4 we show that, with R, G as above, if Pic(i?) is n-torsion free, then

the map n maps onto Gate^(R, G), thereby providing a description of BAR, G)

for a large class of noncyclic groups.

In [12], [13], F. W. Long, motivated by the theory of equivariant Brauer

groups of Fröhlich and Wall [9], constructed a Brauer group BD(R, H) of

dimodule algebras for any finite commutative, cocommutative Hopf algebra H.

We observe (§5) that when H = RG and R, G are as described above,

BD(R, H) = BA^R, G x G) for an appropriate 0. Thus the results in this paper

provide a description of Long's group, whenever R, G and ?k(R) are as de-

scribed above and G = npGp  with Gp=Zex---xZe  (n times) for

any n and e,  in terms of B(R), Comm(R, G) and O2" eA/¿).
z ¡p z

Assume throughout the paper that R  is a commutative ring, G is a finite

abelian group, and <j>:  G x G —► U(R) is a bilinear map. Recall that if A =

2aeG.<40, hA = UoeG-^o* A formula which only makes sense for elements in

hA  is assumed to be valid as shown only where it makes sense and is extended

by linearity on all of A.  The 0 in BA[R, G), etc., will often be omitted.

Boldface ® denotes the graded tensor product of  [CGO]. The product on G

will be written multiplicatively, with identity 1.

All unexplained notation is from  [CGO].

1. The group of graded Galois extensions. Here is the group of graded

Galois extensions which is a candidate for an intrinsic description of the image

of the map it of  [CGO], and is, in any case, a target for tt:

(1.1)  Definition.   Let GateAR, G) be the set of isomorphism classes

(where isomorphisms preserve all structure) of R-algebras S with the following

structures:

(i) S is a G-graded Ä-algebra.
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(ii) S has a right G-action with G acting as grade-preserving R-algebra

automorphisms.

(iii) S has a left G-action with G acting as grade-preserving R-algebra

automorphisms.

These structures satisfy the following axioms, which are not independent:

(1)  S is a graded Azumaya Sx -algebra (Sx = trivially graded part of S,

as in   [CGO]).

(2r)  S is a Galois extension of R  on the right with group G.

(21)  5 is a Galois extension of R  on the left with group G.

(3r)  For all a, b in hS, bab = <¡>(b, a)ab,  where if b  is in Sa, ab = aa

denotes the right action of o on a

(31)   For all a, b in hS, ab = 0(a, b)b(ba), where  ba denotes left action.

(4)  For all a in S, a in G, aa = <t>(o, a)0(a, of a.

It is easy to see that (3r) + (4) implies (3/), and that (3r) implies the right

center of S is Sx, (31) implies the left center of S is Sx, and (2) implies

separability of S over Sx, so (3r) + (31) + (2) implies (1).

Recall that a graded Azumaya R-algebra A  is called fully graded   [CGO,

p. 309] if, for all a, t in G, AaA7 = AOT. Each class in the Brauer group

B(R, G) has a fully graded representative.  For a fully graded Azumaya R-algebra

A,n(A) = A   1 = {x in A\xa = ax  for all a in Ax}.

In the rest of this section we prove:

(1.2) Theorem.   The set Gate(R, G) is a group, the map n is a homo-

morphism into  Gate(R, G), and hence (by   [CGO, (3.13)]) there is an exact

sequence

0 -*■ B(R) -* B(R, G) -* Gate(R, G).

Proof. We begin by showing that for a fully graded Azumaya /?-algebra

A, n(A) is an element of Gate(R, G).

The grading on it(A) is that induced from the inclusion n(A) C A.

The right action of G on n(A) was described in   [CGO, (p. 311)] :  if

b'a in Aa-X, cla in AQ are elements satisfying 1,ib'acia = \, then defining for

a in AA », a" = q>(o, a) ^¡b^ac^, we showed   [CGÖ, (3.4)] that this action

makes ir(A) into a Galois extension of R with group G.  From the definition

it is clear that the right action of G preserves the grading by G on it(A). We

also showed   [CGO, (3.3)] that

rr(,4)C {a in A\xd* = <¡>(x, a)ax for all x in hA);

the converse is obvious. Thus tt(A) satisfies (3r) and (2r) for the right G-struc-

ture.
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#„#

The left G-structure arises from the fact that if A is a graded Azumaya

/?-algebra, so is A#, and n(A#) = (ir(A))# is also a graded /2-algebra with a

right G-structure. The grading on A# is the same as that on A.

Define the left G-structure on ttA   by (aa)# = (a*)"    . Then, since 7r(i4)

satisfies (2r), tt(A) satisfies (21). Since tt(.4)# = {a*\x#a#x = 4>(x, a)a*x

for all jc  in hA}, therefore (recalling that x#a* = <p(x, a)(ax)#)

ir(A) = {a|ax = <¡>(a, x)x(xa) for all x in hA},

hence satisfies (31).

If éa EAa, < EAa_x, Zd'a% = 2e'y>(a, o'1) = 1, then

í „,*-« •*#- 0(a_1, «)Z <K<4 flM<fl. «ix«)

so

aa = <t>(o-\ ayp(a, a)(oa, ff-^e'X-

but aff = 0(ff, a)2e'aa(40(a, a"1)) so  °a = 0(a_l, a)0(a, o~l)aa, verifying (4).

Thus n(A) satisfies all the axioms.

The product on Gate(R, G) will be motivated by that induced by it,

which we now describe.  For A, B in B(R, G),

n(A ® B) = {£ a(. ® Z>,.| (¿ a,. ® ̂  (x ® 7)

= ^(a: ®jO(a,- ®Z>,) for all x ®y in /la ®B    A.

Since 7r04 ® B) C 7r(v4) ® 7r(5),

(Z ai ® è<) 6s ® JO = Z C* ®^Xfli ® bi> = Z*CV. flM ®-^«

= £*@, x^ ® 6fj = £#£>,, ^(x, a,-)"1^ ® ftbp y)yyb,.

Since 0(a, xy) = 1 = 0(jcy, a) for all a, it follows that  Zxa* ®yyb¡ =

Zxa¡ ®yb¡, so  (x ®y)(^a°i ® a~lbt - Saf ® b¡) = 0 for all x ®y  in Aa

®A _,. Choose Zj, w¡ in A _x, Aa, with  SzyWy = l.and xk,yk  in .4a,

v4 _j   with  'Zxkyk = 1; then

0 = £(z. ® jcjiw; ®yk)(Zaf ® v~Xbt -£«. ® *,)

= X<®°~1è1-Za.®fti-
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Thus 7t(A ®B)= {Sa,. ®b¡\ Sa? ®°~lbi = Saf ®b¡ for all o in G}. So we

define S • T = {Ssf ® t{ in S ® T\ Ss? ® °~lti = Ssf ® t¡ for all a in G}.

The identity of Galz(7?, G) is the image of the identity of B(R, G), namely

GR = the set of all functions from G to R  with pointwise addition and mul-

tiplication and with trivial grading   [CGO, (3.7)]. The inverse of 5 in Gate(R, G)

is S*, with grading induced from S and left and right actions by G given by

(s#f = ("~ls)#, °(s#) = (sa_1)#   [CGO, p. 314].

We must show that Gate(R, G) is closed under multiplication and that the

axioms for a group hold. Once we do that it will be clear that it is a homomor-

phism and, given   [CGO, §3], the theorem will be proved.

Closure.   The right action on rr(A ® B) is induced from the right action on

B:  let ciaEBg_x,di0EB0 with 2*^*1. Then

(a ® by = 0(0, abJZ(l ® c'a)(a ® ¿Xl ®d'a)

= 0(a, abW1, a)£a ® c^

= £a ®0(a, b^bd], =a®b".

So for S, T in Galz0(#, G) define the right action on S • T to be that on T.

Similarly, the left action on n(A ® B) is induced from the left action on A, so

define the left action of G on S • T to be that on S.

Give S ■ T the grading induced from the product grading on S ®T.  To

check that S • T is in Galz(/?, G) it suffices to show that

2. S • T is a Galois extension of R on the right with group G and on

the left with group  G,  both of which preserve grading;

3. for all a, o  in h(S • T), bab = 0(6, a)ab;

4. for all a in h(S • T), a in G, a" = 0(o, a)4>(a, of a.

Proof of 2. If S, T are in Gate(R, G) then S ® T is a Galois exten-

sion of /?  with group G x G, (o, t)(s ® t) = s° ® Tt.   For if  {s¡, r¡} are

Galois elements for the right action of G on S (i.e., S¿s¡rf —8Xa  for all

o G G) and   {r;-, «;} are Galois elements for the left action of G on  T, then

it is quickly checked that

is a set of Galois elements for S ® T; hence condition 1.3b of [4] holds for

the action of G x G on S ® T.   It follows easily by [4, 2.2] that S ® T is a

Galois extension of S • T with group D = {(o, o~l) EG x G}, and, hence,

by [4, 1.6], that there exists an element c = Sfc ck ® dk in S ®T with

SaeG Sfcc£ ® °   dk = 1 ®l, i.e., whose trace is one. By taking homogeneous

components we can choose c to be in Sx ®TX.
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Then, following [4, p. 23], let   {v¡, Wj} be Galois elements for the right

action of G on  T,  and   {s¡, rt} be as above. Consider   {x(j, y„} in S • T

as follows:

*f = Z (<«? ®a~S) (z <s ®a_1^)).

*«y - Z r'(^ r,)(rf ®"_1W/).
a

Each of these is the trace over D of an element in S ®T so is in S ■ T.  It is

easily verified that   {x¡-, y¡¡} are Galois elements for the right action of G on

5® T; hence (2r) holds.

A similar argument holds to show (21).

3.  Let a ®b, c ®d be homogeneous elements of S • TC S ®T.   Then

<¡>(ab, cd\c ® d)(a ® b) = 0(a6, cd)4>'(d, a)ca ® cf 6

= 0(a6, coXd, ayuf^ffl, c)-1 ® bdbQ(b, df1

= 0(6, cyp(a, dy&d, a)aca ® bdb

= 0(a, d)0(rf. a)(a ® b)(c° ® db) = 0(a, dyp(d, a)(a ® b\c ® adb)

= (a ® 6)(c ® <?") = (a® 6)(c ® d)(a • ö)

and similarly fot homogeneous elements of S • T which are sums of tensors in

s®r.

4- (a ® 6)CT = a ® b° = 0(o, 6)0(6, a)a ® "b

= 0(0, 6)0(6, oyp(a, o)0(o, a)aa ®6

= 0(o, ab)4>(ab, of (a ® 6)

and similarly for sums of tensors.

So  Gate(R, G) is closed under multiplication.

Associativity.  We have S(TU) = (S ® (T ® Uff. Since  T®í/ isa

Galois extension of (T ® Uy°  with group D,  every element of (T ® ¿7)°  is

the trace of some element of T®U, etc. Thus a typical element of S(TU)

is of the form

ZZtf ®°-l(zLti®r-lu,\ = zz(ii®r\V®T\
i   o \ i   T I ii    r   \   a I

a sum of elements in ((5 ® Tf ® Uf = (ST)U.
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Identity.  The identity of Gate(R, G) is GR = functions from G to R

with trivial grading. On GR the left and right G-structures coincide, and if S

is any graded Galois extension S ®GR = S ®GR  since GR  is trivially graded.

Thus as a graded algebra and right Galois extension S • GR = S by the standard

argument   [CGO, p. 313]; since the left G-structure on S • GR is the same as

that on S, GR is the identity.

Inverse. The inverse of S is 5*, as described above. Consider the map

/: (S ®S*)D —* GR, defined by linearity and f(xy*)(r) - x(Ty). The image

of f(xy#) is in fact in R since

(*Vr = x° ■ Ty° = f(x° ® (y°f)(T)

= f(x° ® °_1(^#)Xr) = /(* ®y#\r) = xTy;

f is an algebra map since

f(x ® y#Xz ®w#yf) = f(xz®y#w#(t>(y,z))(f)

= f(xz ®<j>(y, w)(wy)#<p(y, z)\t)

= f(xz ® (wy)#)(T) since zw   is in R    (f(z®w#)(l) = zw)

= xz T(wy) = xz Tw Ty

- (x Ty)(z Tw)   since z Tw is in R

= f(x ®y#)(T) - f(z ® w#Xt).

By [10, Corollary 2, p. 5], it follows that (S ® S#)D = GR,  and S*  is the

inverse of S in Gate(R, G). This completes the proof.

2. Reduction to p-groups. The next two sections are devoted to a study

of Galz^(i?, G) for a given fixed bilinear map 0:  G x G —► U(R). In this

section we prove

(2.1) Theorem.  Let G = H x J where the orders of H and J are

relatively prime.  Let <¡>H, <t>j be the restrictions of 0  to    H, J.     Then

Gate^R, G) m Gate^R, H) x Gûi^R, J).

(2.2) Corollary. Let G = ITGp be the decomposition of G into its

p-primary components, and let 0p  be 0 on Gp x Gp.   Then

Gal^CR.G) = IlGal^ (R,Gp).
p "

The equaUty of (2.1) will be obtained by decomposing any    S    in
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Gate^R, G) as

(2.3) S s SJ ®R S".

To prove (2.1) it suffices to show

(2.4) The decomposition (2.3) is as Ä-algebras and G-modules.

(2.5) The algebras SJ and S" are in Galz0//(£, H), Gate^R, J),

respectively.

(2.6) The decomposition (2.3) gets along with the group structures on

Gah0(R, G), etc.

Proof of (2.4).  Since S is a Galois extension of R  with group G =

H x J it is standard that S = SJ®RSH as R-modules and G-modules. The

only nontrivial aspect of (2.4) is in showing that (2.3) is a decomposition as

Ä-algebras, that is, that elements of SJ and S11 commute with each other.

To do this we look at the i?-module generated by   {xy -yx\x ESJ,y E SH}

C S.  To show it is zero and (2.4) holds it suffices to show it when we replace R

by a faithfully flat extension, namely, the direct sum of the stalks on the Boolean

spectrum of R,  a faithfully flat extension of R   [18, 2.9]. Since these stalks

are connected [18, 2.13} it suffices to assume R  is connected. In that case, 5,

being a Galois extension of R  with abelian group G,  is a central Galois exten-

sion of T,  the center of S, with group L   [11, Proposition 8]. Then S =

S©/a with Jx —T,Ja  rank one projective  T modules, for  o in L   [11].

Here Ja = {a E S\axa = xa}. The noncommutativity of S is expressed by a skew

nondegenerate bilinear form  0  on L:  fot a in Ja, b  in JT, ba = 0(r, o)ab

[8], [6].  Since L n H and L r\ J have relatively prime orders, L n H

and L n / are orthogonal with respect to  0, so  0  must be nondegenerate

on both L n H and L n J.  We have J¿Jr = JaT   [11], so we may write

s = (2oe(wn¿/a) ®r (^eí/ni/a) = S" ®r S'-  aearly SJ 9 *"> the

commutator of SH in 5; in fact, Sj = SSfI:  for S is an Azumaya  T-al-

gebra and SH and Sj both have center  T by the nondegeneracy of 0  on

L n H and J n H,  and are contained in each other's commutators; [2, (3.3)]

applies to yield Sj = S>H, SH = St J. Now for x in 5, o in H n L, a in

/a C Sj,, we have ax" =xa.  If x is in SH, x" = x so ax = xa.  So S? C

5^// = s7. Similarly, S7 Ç S^. So elements of S" and of SJ commute

with each other.

Proof of (2.5). The difficulty in showing that if S is in Galz^ítf, G)

then SJ is in Galz^  (R, H) lies in showing that the gradings of SJ are in H.

So we begin (2.5) with some lemmas on the gradings of S in  Galz^^, G).

(2.7) Lemma.  Let R be connected, S in Galz0(i?, G). For each  o

in K= {oEG\Sa±Q}:
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(i) Sa = {aES\axa = 0(a, x)xa} is a rank one projective Sx-module,

(Ü) sgsT = s0T.

Proof of (2.7).  Since 5 is in  Gate^R, G), S isa graded Azumaya

■Sj-algebra, by (1.1).

Let  eS=S# ®SxS  [CGO, (1.3)] and view 5 as an S-S bimadule,

5(1, 0), by the usual left 5-module action of S on S and a right action by

s • x = sx°. Then the Morita equivalence   [CGO, 2.8] between Sx-modules and

right ^-modules shows that Ja = {a E S\axa = <p(ax)xa} = SS(1, o) is a rank

one projective Sx-module.  Now Ja = Sa.  For clearly Sa EJQ; on the other

hand, if a is in Sp, axp = 0(a, x)xa for all x ES,  so a EJa n  Sp   iff xp

= x° for all x ES.   But 5 is a Galois extension of R  with group  G,  so if

xp = xa  for all x in S, p = o. Thus /„ = Sa. That SaST = JaJT = JOT =

SOT  follows by tracing through the maps in the isomorphism of Ja ® JT  with

J0T  in [15, Lemma 5] (as was observed in [7, Lemma 1]).

(2.8) Lemma.  Assume R  is connected. If K= {o EG\Sa =£ 0} then

K is a group and S is a Galois extension of Sx   with group K.

Proof of (2.8).  From (2.7) (ii) it is clear that K is a submonoid of G,

so since G is finite, K is a group. Now note that SXCSK. For if o is in

K, a is in Sa, x is in Sx, then ax" = 0(a, x)xa.   But Sx   is in the center of

S (use the same formula with x arbitrary and a  in Sx), so ax = xa, so

a(xa-jc) = 0. Choose a¡ in 5^6, in S _x  with Hbfi¡=l; then 0 =

'Lbiafpca -x) = xa -x.  Thus Sx C SK. Now, since S is a Galois extension of

S*  with group K, SK  is a direct summand of S, S is a projective SK-module

[4] and ranky S = [K : 1] = rank„K(S). Since SK  is Sx-projective, Sx   is

an Sx-direct summand of «S^. Thus SK = Sx.

Proof of (2.5). We check the conditions of (1.1) for  T = SJ. The

right action of H on  T is clear. We must show that the set of gradings of T

is contained in H.

We first observe that  T is a projective  Tx-module.  For this it suffices to

assume R is local. Now  T is a Galois extension of R  with group H = G

restricted to  T,  and  Tx   is the fixed ring of K restricted to   T since   Tx =

T n Sx, by (2.8).  So  T is a Galois extension of Tx   with group K n H;

hence  T is  Tx-projective, and rankr (7) divides the order of H at each

prime ideal of Tx.

To show that the set of gradings of T is contained in H it suffices to

assume  Tx  is local. We have  r=Saini0 Ta, where L= {oEG\Ta^0},

so the  Ta, being Tx-submodules of T,  are  Tx -projective. The multiplication

map  T ®T  Sx —► TSX   is an isomorphism since both are Galois extensions of
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Sx  with group Hn K = K/(J n K)   [4, (3.4)]. This map sends Ta ®Tl Sx

one-one into Sa. Since Sa is a rank one projective 5j-module, Ta must be

a rank one projective  Tx -module. We show  Ta • 7"T # 0, which will suffice to

show that L is a group whose order = rankr (T) divides the order of H;

hence L C H.

To show  Ta- TT*0 it suffices to show that  TaSx • TTSX ¥= 0, since

Sx  is in the center of S.   But  TaSx   and  TTSX   are rank one projective Sx -

submodules of the rank one projectives Sa  and ST. Since Sx   is semilocal, we

may pick free bases Sa = Sxx, ST = Sxy, TaSx = Sxcx, TTSX = Sxdy, x,y ES,

c, d in Sx ; then SaST = SaT = Sxxy.   Since x, y, cx, dy and xy are bases

for free Sx -modules of rank 1, none can be divisors of zero in Sx. Thus  TaS •

TTSX = Sxcdxy ¥= 0, for as is easily seen, cdxy cannot be a zero divisor. Thus

LÇH.

To show that T is a left //"-module observe that since T is graded by H,

for all a in T, o in /, a" = "a, by (1.1), (4). Thus SJ=TÇJS.  The left-

right symmetry of the argument thus far gives the opposite inclusion. Thus T =

JS and has a natural left //"-action induced from the left action of G.

It is clear then that (2r) and (21) of (1.1) hold for T, and that (3r), (31) and (4)

hold by inheritance from S.  That proves (2.5).

Proof of (2.6). With G = H xj as above, let 5, T be in GateAR, G).

Then S = SJ ®SH, T= TJ ®TH with SJ, TJ in Galz0(i?, H), SH, TH in

GateAR, J), by (2.4) and (2.5). We have S ■ T = SJ • T*®SH • TH. For

H and / are mutually orthogonal with respect to 0, so the usual "switch" map

S ® T=(SJ ®SH) ®(TJ ®TH) s (SJ ®TJ)®(S" ®TH)

is an R-algebra isomorphism.  Then if DG,  etc., is the kernel of the multiplica-

tion map from G xG to G, acting on S ® T by (o_I, o)(s ®t) = s" ®"t

(cf. proof of (1.2)) it is easy to see that if (S ® T)DG =ST is the fixed ring

under the action of DG, then (S ® TfG St (SJ ® TJ)DH ® (SH ® THY°J.

This completes the proof of (2.6) and hence of (2.1).

3. Matrix computations.  In view of Corollary (2.2) in order to describe

Gate^R, G), it is enough to do it for p-groups. This section will be devoted to

a description of Gate^R, G) for G a p-group which is a finite product of

cyclic groups of equal exponent, i.e., groups which are free modules of finite rank

over Z/peZ.  Before restricting ourselves to such G we first obtain a general

remark about elements of Gate(R, G) under the following assumption, which will

remain in force throughout this section:

(3.1) Assume G is a finite abehan group of order n  and exponent m,
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and R is a connected commutative ring containing  l/n  and a primitive mth

root of unity.

Under the assumption (3.1) G* = Hom(G, U(R)) = G, and we may de-

compose any abelian Galois extension, just as in classical Kummer Theory of

fields, into a direct sum of R -submodules, indexed by  G*, on each of which

each element of G acts as multiplication by a root of unity [6].

Let S be in Gate(R, G). Then S is graded in three ways:  by G,  and

by G* = Hom(G, U(R)) in two different ways, arising from the left and right

actions of G on S, respectively, as follows:  Since S is, with respect to each

of the G-actions, a Galois extension of R with group G, S = Sx Sx = Sx XS

with respect to the G*-gradings, where

Sx = {s  in S\s" = x(0»,   XS = {s  in S|as = x(<0» for all  o in G}.

(3.2) Lemma. Each Sx isa ^S and each is homogeneous with respect

to G.

Proof.   Since the left action by G,  the right action by G,  and the grad-

ing by G all commute with each other, we may view S as an RG ® RG ®

RG*-moduh, hence as an RG* ®RG* ®/?G-comodule, i.e., as graded by G* x

G* x G.  Thus

S =   Z  % (X(ff)
(¡l>,x,o)

^(<l>,x,o) = elements homogeneous of degree (0, x, o) on G* x G* x G)

and, in particular, each Sx « S(V/pCT)Sw>x>o); each  ,¿,5 = S(X(<j)S(l/,iXCT).  But

each Sx, respectively  ^S,  is a rank one projective R-module, so that (since

R  is connected) there can be only one summand. Thus Sx = S($iX,0)  for some

0, o; also ^S = S(l/, >x>0) for some x, 0- Thus if Sx = S^ )X>o), Sx = ^SÇ

We now assume that  G is a p-group. We wish to compute  Gate^R, G).

This is relatively complicated in general, but becomes manageable in case

(3.3) G is a product of cyclic groups all of the same order m = pe.

For in that case we can map Gate(R, G) into a group of orthogonal ma-

trices over Z/peZ.  We now describe how this is done.

Let G = nri=xZ¡ with Z¡ = < a, >, cyclic of order pe, and G* = Ylri=xZf

with Z* = < x¡ ). where, if f is a fixed mth root of unity, x,(0,) = f •  Let S be

in Galz0(Ä, G).

From [6] and (3.1) we can write S = SxSG.Sx where G acts on s in

Sx by sT = x(r>.  By (3.2), Sx=5(^>x>a), that is, Ts = \¡/(r)s and s is
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homogeneous of grade o. By [6] all of these gradings respect the multiplication

in S; hence

L>(<l>1,Xi,°l)      (*l>2,X2,o2)      L,(*i^2»X1X2.<'1a2)'

We will associate to S some r xr matrices with entries in Z/mZ.

Notation. Let x = (Xp ' * * » xP> ° = (ai » " ' " » <"P an(1>if 0 fe a vector

$1» * ' ' > ft-) m (z/mZf> write x" = Xi!X22 ' ' ' x/> and similarly for cr8.

For each i, Sx; = S(xpitXe¡<aa¡)  where pf, e,, a¡ are (row) vectors in

(Z/mZ/, e¡ = (0, • • • , 1, • • • 0)(1  in ith entry). Now S is generated as an

algebra by the 5V., so the left G-action on 5 is described by the r xr matrix

of left G*-gradings of the Sv., i = 1, • • •, r, and similarly the G-grading on 5

is described by the r x r matrix

of G-gradings of the Sx.. The corresponding matrix of right G*-gradings is

= /.

Let u¡ be a typical element of 5"x   for i = 1, • • • , r.  From [6] (cf.

proof of (2.4) above) we know that upj = 8(\t, X/)"/W< where Ô:  G* x G*

—► U(R) is a skew bilinear map; 5  thus describes the way elements of S

(fail to) commute with each other. By bilinearity, 8(x¡, X¡) m f * and D =

(d¡) is clearly an r x r skew-symmetric matrix with entries in Z/mZ.

From bilinearity of 0 we have tj>(a{, oj) = f '' where 0 = (0,y) is an

r xr matrix in Z/mZ.  Set M = 0 + <t>   where ' means transpose.

The structure of S as an element of Galz^i?, G) defines some relations

among P, A, D, 0, M.

The relations:

(1) UtUp = 0(11,, Uj)UjU,,

(2) u¡Uj = SCfy, xp"/"/   with 5  skew bilinear,

(3) «f = 0(0, n()0(u„ afUi,
(4) S is a left Galois extension with group G, for all i, j, a

are necessary in order that S be in Galz0(i?, G).
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Condition (4) is equivalent to the nonsingularity of P.

Conditions (1) and (2) combine to yield:

u.

Uft¡ ' = 4>(u¡, UjMxj, Xp«/"/.   i-e-.

<X% a"') = 0(0*'', oa')8(xj, Xi),   i-e-,

dij + aie) = 0ti*a/'    i-e->

£>+/!/= ,40.4'.

Condition (3) becomes

< x'1', 0/ > = 0(0/, 0° W*''. Pp < XP/, a, >, i.e.,--

efi) = ey0a¡ + a,^ + pfi),   i.e.,

I = A<l>' + A<f> + P.

Summing up, conditions (1)—(4) yield:

D = A<pA' -A  is skew,

P = I - AM is nonsingular.

(3.4) Theorem.   With R, G as in (3.1), (3.3), Galz(ß, G) is described

by the following two exact sequences:

(3.4.1) 1 -* Gate°(R, G) -> Gal^(R, G) -^ 0£/wZ(M),

(3.4.2) 1 -+ Commit, G) -*• Galz°(£, G) -£-» Skewz/mZ(M),

w6ere 0^/mZ(JM) = {Pe GLr(Z/mZ)\P'MP = M} and ft defined by ß(S) = P,

is an antihomomorphism, Skewz,mZ(Af) = {4 EMr(Z/mZ)\AM = 0 am/ -4' =

-.«4} and v, defined by v(S) = A,  is a homomorphism.

If M = 0,0= 1.
If p + 2,v is onto; if M is nonsingular,  v = 0 a«<i 0 is onto.

// p = 2, Im v = {4 e Skewr(/W)IG404' -A)a = 0 for all i = 1 • • • r);

// M is nonsingular, v = 0 and Im ß = {P EOr(M)\[(I - P)M~x<ßrl(I - P)

-(/-P'ÍAT1]« = 0 for i = 1 • • • r}.

We remark that Galz^(R, G) is a subgroup of GateAR, G) whose prod-

uct S ' T = (S ®R Ty°  is the usual product of Galois extensions. This follows
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by  [CGO, (3.6)] and the fact that since P = / the left and right G-actions on

S in GatefyR, G) coincide.

Proof.  Since AQÄ-A is skew, AMA' = A + A'. Thus PA' = A'-
AMÄ = -A, P~lA = -A', so

P'MP = (I - MA'yMP   (since M is symmetric)

= MP - MA'MP = MP + MP~XAMP = MP + MP~l(I - P)P

= MP+ MP~lP - MP~lPP = M.

Thus ß is well defined. If P = /, AM = 0 and A + A' » AMA' = 0. Thus

v is well defined.

We show that the map ß is an antihomomorphism.

Let S, T be in Gate(R, G) with left grading matrices P, Q, respectively.

Then ST = 2 S^ ® ̂ T, where  0 runs through G*. Since the right grading

on ST is induced from that on  T, and the left grading is induced from that on

S,  we can compute the matrix of ST by noticing that Tx¡ =   q T, and S   =

pp,  so that (ST)X¡ = S q¡ ® Tx¡, and the left grade of

p       _ cffflcflrî . . . p?/r   ¡.     Pl<//l+P2<?i2-|--+Pr<?/r _ vqip

¿  9, - ÄX! ÄX2 5Xr     1S   X - X       •

So the left grading matrix of ST is QP.

If 5, T have left grading matrices P = Q = I,  then the G-grading on ST

is that of (5 ■ T)Xi = Sx/ ®X¡T = 5X/ ® rx/, namely, o"'"1""'. So » isa

homomorphism.

If v(S) = 0 then S is trivially graded and D = 0, so S is commutative.

On the other hand, it is easy to check that any trivially graded commutative

Galois extension is in Gate°(R, G). Thus the two sequences are exact. Since

P = I-AM, if M = 0,0=1. All that is left to prove are the ontoness state-

ments for v and 0.

We begin showing ontoness of 0, assuming M is invertible, by picking P

in 0(M) and defining A by A=(I-P)M-1. Then P'MP = M, PM~lP' =

M~l, that is, M~l =(I-AM)M-l(I-AM') = M-1-A-A'+AMA', so

X0yl' -.4 = D is skew. If p = 2 we assume D has zero diagonal. Thus as-

sociated to P are matrices A, D.  We begin showing ontoness of v by letting

A be such that AM = 0 and A' = -A  Then associated to A are the skew

matrix D = .40/1' - A and the nonsingular matrix P = I = I - AM.  If p = 2

we assume D has zero diagonal.

Given P, A, D we define an algebra S in Galz^/Î, G) whose structure

is described by these matrices as follows.

Let S = S„ Ruxu2 • • • u/, where t/J" = 1. Fixing as above a primitive
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with root of unity f, define utuf = f ^ufut, extending by linearity. This de-

fines the multiplication on 5.   Since du = 0 it is well defined. Define gradings

on S by giving u, the left G*-grading x?i, the right G*-grading Y*', and

G-grading  a  . It is then clear that S is a G-graded R -algebra and a Galois

extension on the right with group G.   Since P is in vertible, one can find ele-

ments i); in S so that vt has left grading x,- and the v¡ generate S in the

same way as the u¡. So S is a Galois extension on the left with group G.   The

other relations (1)—(4) of (1.1) all follow from the relationships among the ma-

trices P, A, 0, D.   This shows the ontoness of v, and if M is invertible, the

ontoness of 0, completing the proof of the theorem.

(3.5) Remark.   When R, G satisfy (3.1) the description of Im(7r) for

G a cyclic p-group given in   [CGO, Theorem 4.1] follows easily from the

techniques of Theorem (3.4) and the result, to be proved in §4, that, for G  a

cyclic p-group, Im(7r) = Gate(R, G). For suppose  G is a cyclic p-group with

generator o, with the order of G = pe = m.  Choose f, a primitive peth root

of unity, so that 0(o, o) = fp   for some /' > 0. Note that in applying (3.4) all

matrices are   lxl.

For p odd, (3.4) reads:

1 — CommiÄ, G) — Gate^R, G) -2- 0¿/p.z((V)) — 0

since  Skew],       ((2p')) = 0. Now 01z/mZ((2pi)) = Z/2Z   unless 0=1.  If

/' = O,0 is onto by (3.4) and we recover   [CGO,4.1]. If i>0 then since D =

A<j>A'-A  is skew, 0 = 0, so .4(04'-/) = 0, so A = 0,P = I since I-

(j>A' is a unit. Soif i> 0,0=1  and we recover   [CGO, 4.1].

For p = 2, G of order pe, e > 1, set  0(o, o) = J2'. Now   {A E

Skew1(M)\A<pÄ - A = 0} = {0}, as is easily checked, so we simply have to com-

pute 0. We know 0 = D = A(<pA -I)  since cyclic Galois extensions are com-

mutative. If i > 1, 04 -/ is a unit and A = 0,0 = 1. If i = 0,4(4 -I) = 0

so A = / or A = 0.  If A = I,  since M = (2), P = -/,  otherwise P = I.   So

if i > 1, Gate^R, G) = Comm(#, G); if i = 0 we get that  lm(0) - Z/2Z and

1 —*■ Comm(Ä, G) —► Gate(R, G) —* Z/2Z —* 1

is exact, recovering   [CGO, 4.1] in this case.

For p = 2, G = Z/2Z, 0(o, o) = (-1)2' (i = 0 or   1), and M = 0, so

0 = 1  and the sequence (3.4.2) describes  Gate0(R, G). Then it is easily checked

that   {A E Skew1 (M)\A<t>A' -A = 0} is equal to   {0} if i = l, i.e., 0 is

trivial, but equals   {0, 1} if i = 0, i.e., 0 is nontrivial, thereby recovering

[CGO, 4.1] in this case also.

4. Ontoness of n. In this section we prove, under appropriate conditions
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on R, that it is onto. This result, together with those of §3, yields a descrip-

tion of BAR, G) for any G = UZ e.

Throughout this section, the assumptions (3.1) hold, i.e., G is a group of

order n and exponent m, and R is a connected commutative ring containing

1/n  and a primitive wth root of unity.

We begin with some results on the structure of elements of Gate^R, G).

(4.1) Lemma. With R, G as above, let S be in Galz0(R, G), and let

K= {oEG\Sa¥=0} be the group (2.8) of gradings of S: S = 2a<EKSa. Let

Z be the ungraded center of S and let H = {o E K\Za + 0}. 77ie« H is a

group and Za = Sa for all o in H.

Proof.   It suffices to verify both assertions when R  is local. In that case,

S, being a Galois extension of R  with group G,  is a twisted group ring S =

SxSC *^"x with factor set in  U(R). The noncommutativity of 5 is expressed

by uxu^ = D(x, 0)h^mx, where D:  G* x G* —> U(R) is skew and bilinear

[6].

Now for any x. ^  in  G*,uxu^- = 0(«x, 1/^)0(0, x)",^ ; if «x has

grading ox this becomes < 0, ox > = 0(ox, o^)D(0, x), that is, as a function

of x.jD only depends on the grading of .«.   Thus, H = {o E K\( \¡j, o ) =

0(o,o^)  for all  0  in G*}, a group, and if o EH,  every ux in Sa, hence

all of Sa (in view of (3.2)) is in Z.

(4.2) Lemma.  If S E Gate^R, G), R, G as above, if Z is the ungraded

center of S and

C= {x E S\x" = 0(o, x)x for all o in G},

then Z = C- SX=C®RSX.

Proof.   We know that 5 is a Galois extension of R with group G

acting on the right, the image of o in G on s ES being written s°. Define

a new action of G on S by o(s) = 0(o_1, s)sa. Denote  G when acting in

that way on 5 by Gt. Notice that C = {s ES\o(s) = s V o EGt} by defini-

tion.  Also,   {o|o(s) = s  for all sES} = H.   For if o EG and  o(s) = s for

all s in S, then in particular o(s) = s for all s in Sx, but on Sx, o(s) =

s", so  oEK by (2.8). Now for o in K, x in Sa, xs" = 0(o, s)sx,  so

xo(s) = sx.   Thus o(s) = s for all s in S iff for all x in Sa, s in S, xs =

sx,  iffoE H,  since H is the group of gradings of the center of S.

Now we observe that, for each o in (G/H)t, o(s) = sT  for some  r in G.

For o(s) = 0(o_1, s>°. We know from §3 that S = SxeG*Sx  such that if

«x ESx,oE G, then «x = < x, 0 > "x- Now o(wx) = 0(o_1, gr(«x)) < x, 0 >"x

(where   gr(«x) = the grade of  ux).   The map   o:   G* —* t/(i?)   given by

o(x) = 0(0_1. gr("x)) < X. » ) is a homomorphism.  Thus  o e Hom(G*, i/(i?)) =
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G,  that is, there exists TaEG such that <x,ra > = 0(o_1,gr(«x))<x, o> for all

X E G*. This means that  o(s) = s °  for some  ra  in G.   Clearly this map

or*Ta is a homomorphism.  Let L be the image in G  of the map  o H- ra.

Then L = (G/H)t,  so that, with respect to the usual right action of G on S,

C is the fixed ring of some subgroup L.  Thus, by [4, (2.2)], S is a Galois

extension of C with group L = (G/H)t, and C is a Galois extension of R

with group G/L,  and ([4, (4.1)]) rankÄC= [G:  L] = [H:   1].

Now in particular, C is K/HL C\ K = GaKZ/S^-strong [4, (2.1)] since C

is G-strong [4, (2.2)] and HL n K  leaves  C fixed. (Here K is as in (4.1)

or (2.8) and   Hl = {a E G|0(o, r) = 1  for all r in #}.) So the restriction

of K/H1 n K to  C acts as a subgroup of Gal(C/K) with fixed ring CC\SX.

But CnS^ is easily seen to be R. So Gal(C/R) is the restriction of K/H1

C\K to  C:   (K/HLnK)¡JsíGal(C/R), the isomorphism being by restriction,

where J C K/H1 O K  leaves C fixed. In fact, since  rankÄ C = ranks Z =

[H:   1],7={1}. Now  (K/H1 C\ K) acts as a group of automorphisms of CSX

with fixed ring Sx, and the Galois elements ([4, (1.3b)], or see §1) for C/R

are at the same time Galois elements for Sx C/Sx. So  CSX   is a Galois extension

of Sx   with group   (K/H1 n K). Also  C ®R Sx   is a Galois extension of Sx

with group  K/HL n #.   Thus two applications of [4, (3.4)] to the maps C ®R

Sx —► CSX C Z show that C ®R Sx = Z,  proving the lemma.

We are ready for the main result of this section.

(4.3)  Theorem. // R, G are as above, S is in Galz0(R, G), H is the

group of gradings of the center Z of S, and either H is a direct summand

of G or Pic(K) is   [H:   I]-torsion free, then SEIm(n).

Proof. If C = {x E S\x" = 0(o, x)x V o E G}, we know by (4.2) that

c ®r si - Z'  so for each a in H,Ca ®R Sx^Sa. Thus Ca  is a rank one

projective .R-module, and from the equality SaST = S0T, one obtains that

(C^^C^i) = (CaTSx), i.e., CaCT®R Sx = CaT ®R Sx; hence (since R is an

an Ä-direct summand of Sx) CaCT = CaT.

Thus if H = ( tx > x ■ • • x ( rr > , a product of cyclic groups, and H

has order nH, and if ?ic(R) is «^-torsion free, each  CT  is free and we may

choose u¡, i = 1 • • • r,  so that u¡Uj = UMp CT. = Ru¡ and ut f = a¡E U(R)

when n¡ = the order of t¡. That is, C = RHp a commutative twisted group

ring with twisting /,  a symmetric 2-cocycle representing a class in H2(H, U(R)).

(A map /:  G x G —*■ U(R) is symmetric if f(a, t) = f(r, o).)

We suppose, as we shall prove in (4.4), that there exists a symmetric 2-cocycle

gEH2(G, U(R)) suchthat  tesG/Hg=f, so that C=zRHfCRGg and RGg is

commutative. Let A=RGg®cS with multiplication sza = 4>(o~l,s)zasa; for
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za E C,   respectively (since  RGg   is commutative) for   s E C,   this agrees with

the usual multiplication of C in  S,   respectively in  RGg.  So the multiplica-

tion on   A   is well defined.   We must show that   A   is separable over  R,

and for this it suffices to observe that   C  is a Galois extension of R,   hence

R-separable, and to prove that A  is an Azumaya C-algebra. In fact, notice that

if o(s) = 0(o-1, s)s° is the Gt action on S defined in the proof of (4.2),

then  sza = zao(s). This suggests that A  may be viewed as a crossed product

A(S,(G/H)t)n  with some factor set h:  G/H x G/H —» U(C); since S is a

Galois extension of C with group (G/H)t (proof of (4.2)) it would follow that

A  is an Azumaya  C-algebra split by S.

To show A = A(S, (G/H)t)n  we observe that we can find an hE

H2(G/H, U(Q) so that RGg = C(G/H)n. We do that by letting v: G/H -* G

be a set splitting of the canonical map: G —► G/H, with u(ï) = 1, and we

define an R -module isomorphism  0: RGg—+ C(G/H) induced by linearity and

0(o) = (ü(o)_1o)0 E C(G/H). This is the identity on H, hence on C, and is

an isomorphism of R-modules if it is  1-1.  But  0CT(S/eGr/0/) = 0 implies

2c-eGr/(ü(a/)~laí)<7/ = 0. so for each  o  in G/H, Zri(v(pi)~1oi) = 0 where

o¡ runs through the coset of o mod H.  If we set  o¡ = t¡o, t¡ E H, then this

sum becomes  Sfte// r¿(v(o)~l ot¡) = 0, i.e., vfi)'1 dürft = 0.  But i^oT^or,

are distinct elements of H for t¡EH,  so are linearly independent over R;

hence, rt = 0. Thus  0 is an isomorphism of R-modules. Define a product on

C(G/H), call it C(G/H)n, to coincide with that on RGg. Then  0 yields an

isomorphism of C-algebras and C(G/H)n  is a commutative twisted group ring

with twisting h: G/H x G/H —► C.  Then A  is a crossed product as described.

(In fact, A  may be viewed as a smash product S #c C[G/H] n  with respect to

the (G/ify-action on S and the G//7-grading on  C[G/H]n.)

Grade A = A(S, (G/H)t)h = RGg ®c S diagonally. To show that S =

n(A) we must show AA* = S, AA = AA « Ä.   First, Sc/1:  for if

Va-i G^i'

Vrl  = «0~l, s)S0S°Zg_x = 0(0_1, S)sa(j>(0, s)Zo_x(s")a       = S^.jS.

If z0EAAl   then

VaVi = s°Zo-izp = VpVi    since ÄGi  is commutative

= 0(P-1, s0)zps^£j_,

so sp = <p(p, sa)sa. Since sa  may be chosen at random from hS.pEH,  and

so zp€CCS.   Thus AAl = S.   Now ^ C^1 =S.   So
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AA Ç {sE S\zas = 0(0, s)sz0  for all  o in G}

= {s ES\z0s = 0(0, 5)0(0-», s)zasa}

= {sES\s = sa} = R;

so R = AA. Also AA CA   l = S, and a similar argument shows AA CR.

Thus ^ = R.

We have therefore shown that whenever C = /î/fy C RGg, then such an

A exists.

In case G = H x J, J = G/H and we can replace RGg = C((G/H)t)h by

C(J)l, the usual group ring of /. In that case it is not necessary to assume any

conditions on Pic(R): A = A(S, J)x.

The proof of the theorem is complete as soon as we prove

(4.4)  Lemma. Let G be a finite abelian group which acts trivially on the

abelian group A.  If H is a subgroup of G,  then res: H2ym(G, A) —►

HJym(H,A) is onto.

Proof?  We shall write the operation on A as addition. We denote by

H2ym(G, A) the subgroup of H2(G, A) consisting of classes represented by

symmetric cocycles, those cocycles /:  G x G —> A  satisfying f(o, r) = /(r, a).

Note that coboundaries are always symmetric. From [20, Theorem 2.1 and p.

159] we know that if H = Wx x • • • x Wr, then

tf?ym(^)=.é"sym(^)

the isomorphism being induced by restriction. Similarly for G.  Thus it suffices

to prove the lemma assuming H is cyclic of order pf = c (p prime) with

generator t, and we can assume G is a p-group.

Let G = Zj x • • • x Zn  where Z¡ = < o¡ > is cyclic of order d¡ = p '.

Let t = ox   • • ■ onn. If t has order j/ then  o-'  has order exactly pf = c

for some t   Fix such an I  Replacing a¡   by a¡     where u is some appropri-

ate integer relatively prime to p,  we can assume that rf = d¡. Now A/cA =•

H2(H, A):  an isomorphism is given by sending the class of a to the class of

faT, where, setting   [r] = the greatest integer < r,

(That is, fa r is the cup product of a + cA in H°(H, A) (Täte cohomology)

with the class of ÔxT in H2(H,Z) where Xr: H—> Q/Z is given by XrO"*)

= X/«-see [16, p. 141].) So it suffices to show that fay. H x H—+ A  is
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the restriction of a 2-cocycle g on G.  We choose such a g:  G x G —► A  as

follows:

¿Tío"1 • • • o"", o?1 • • • au") = *((£•, of') = alia, + ßtfd,].

Then

res g(r\ +) = *+ ^) = «[^] = a [*±¿] = 4r(,\ ^

So  resg = faT. Also, g is a 2-cocycle.  For £ is a 2-cocycle iff resG_»z.£

is a cocycle in H2(Z¡, A), clearly; and  resG_>z.£ = /a      can be shown to be

a cocycle either directly or by identifying it as the image of a cup product, as

above. That completes the proof of (4.4) and (4.3).

5. Dimodule algebras. In this section we note the relationship between

BAR, G) and a Brauer group BD(R, G) of G-dimodule algebras defined by

F. W. Long [12], [13] and apply the results of the previous sections to BD(R, G).

Assume  G is a finite abelian group, and H = RG.  A G-dimodule algebra

A  is a G-graded algebra and a G-module algebra such that the  G-action pre-

serves the grading, that is, the following diagram [13, Definition 3.1(i)] commutes:

H®A  -^-►  A

|i®a Ja
H®A®H-¿i-®-!-►  A®H

Let H* be the linear dual of H.  We may define an H*-module structure

on A  from the //"-grading on A  via the action h*(a) = (1 ® 6*)A(a).

This H*-module structure and the //"-module structure commute, since they

operate on different factors of A(a) for a in A.  Thus A  is an H* ®

//"-module.  If A  is a G-graded algebra, then it is an //-comodule algebra, hence

[13, Remark following Definition 2.9] an H*-module algebra. Thus A  is an

H* ® //-module algebra. Thus A  is an H ®//*-comodule algebra.

So an //-dimodule algebra is an H ® //"*-comodule algebra. The converse

is equally clear.

Given two G-dimodule algebras A  and B their product is the smash

product A #B, with multiplication given on homogeneous elements by

(ax #bxXa2 #b2) = a"xla2#bxb2,

where if bx  is homogeneous of grade  o,    1a2 = °a2. In terms of the (RG)*-

comodule structure of A,
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"a = Z<ff. a(2)>a(iy

Suppose the order of G is a unit in R,  and  Hom(G, U(R)) = G* = G,

so that  (RG)* = R(G*). Then A = 2xŒG,Ax  such that, for aEA%,A(a) =

a ®u , and the smash product on homogeneous elements becomes

(ax #61Xa2 #b2) = axa2 < G-grade^), G*-grade(a2) )#bxb2.

Let 0:  (G x G*) x (G x G*) —» £/(/?) be the bilinear map defined by

0(fri. Xi), (02. X2)) = < 0i. X2 >•

Then A #B = A ®B,  an instance of the graded tensor product of  [CGO].

It is easy to check that  G-Azumaya in the sense of Long and graded Azumaya

in the sense of  [CGO] coincide by observing that the maps F, G of [12, Def-

inition following Theorem 1.3] coincide with the maps WA,pA   of  [CGO, (2.8)].

Since the Azumaya algebras which are trivial in   [CGO, (2.10)] and in [12,

Definition preceding Theorem 1.5] coincide, we have, summing up:

(5.1) Theorem.  // R is a connected commutative ring,  G is an abelian

group of order n and exponent m, and R contains  l/n and a primitive mth

root of unity, then Long's Brauer group BD(R, G) is equal to B^R, G x G*)

= BAR, G x G) for 0 as above.

We note that when G is a p-group whose r cyclic direct summands all

have equal order, then G x G is also, and the matrix M arising in §3 corre-

sponding to the 0 of the theorem is nonsingular-it is (° ¿) where / is the

r x r identity matrix.

Summing up our results as applied to Long's group BD(R, G) we have

(5.2) Theorem.  // G = np(TIi£1Z e ) has order n, and R is a con-

nected commutative ring containing  l/n and a primitive pe th root of unity for

each p\n and Pic(/?) is p-torsion free for all p\n, then BD(R,G) is described

by the two exact sequences

0 —► B(R) -* BD(R, G) -ï-f Galz0(Ä, G x G) -* 0,

0 -*■ Comm(/î, G xG)-+ Galz0(R, G x G) -e-» Il ^¡pclf   J,
p V    W

where 0 is onto O  f e (° /) for p odd, and the image of ß in
Q2r2      (0    A    • Z/P  Z

Z¡2ezyI   0^   ls
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{P\$-Pti   o)7-^-^-^   o)],. = 0/ora//i = l,---,2r2}.

77ze assumption that ?ic(R) is p-torsion free may be omitted if rp = 1

and p is odd, or if ep = 1.

Proof.   All but the last statement follows from what we have already done.

If ep = 1  then Gp = X\^LxZp  and every subgroup is a direct summand,

so by Theorem (4.3) the assumption on Pic(/2) is not needed.

If rp = 1  and p is odd the p part of the theorem states that for G =

Zp*

0 -+ Gomm(R, G xG)-+ Galz0(K, G x G) -* 0|   fi   n) ~* °

is exact.

We show it is onto by showing that for each S in Gate(R, G x G), the

gradings H of the center are a direct summand of G x G.  We do this by ex-

plicitly computing o2z/pez(°x  ¿).

ut C 5)€0W° ¿)- Thßn

/a   6Y0    lVa   c\_/0    l\
Vc dh oh d)-\i o)

so  2a6 = 0 = 2cd, ad + be = 1.  From a6 = 0, we get, in Z, a = upr, b =

vps with r + s > e, (uv, p) = 1. But from ad + be = 1, either r = 0 or

s = 0. Similarly for c and c?.   So we have only two cases.

Case 1. a = u,d = u~%, c = b = 0 in Z/peZ.

Case 2. 6 = w, c = «_1, a = c? = 0. We use the notation of §3.

Case 1.

The center is

{Mir 6 Z2e, r£> = 0} = |m| r^"J    _°) = o| = {0}

since (q  J) is invertible.

Case 2.
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So the center is {rA\rE Z2e} = the row space of A. But the row space of A

is isomorphic to Z e, so is a direct summand of G x G. That proves the case

rp - l,p  odd.

(5.3)   Remark. Observe that in this last proof we obtained essentially that

O2, .,„(?  \) = D „   „., the dihedral group, where pe-pe~i   is the number
Z¡pKZ l    v pc—pc   *

of units in   Z/peZ   (cf. [12, Theorem 2.7]).   From (5.2) it follows that

BD(C, Z/peZ) = D e_ e_x.   The complexity of  O^pez,   and hence of

BD(C,(Z/peZ)r)  is much greater if  rp > 1.   For example, for  p = 3, n = 2,

e = 2, there is a short exact sequence

0-(Z/3Z)6->Oz/9ZÇ   [)-+Ozl3J*   J)-0.

Oz,3Z(° q) has a subquotient isomorphic to PSL2(Z/3Z) x PSL2(Z/3Z)

[1] and the whole group has order  38 x 27. When the target of it is so com-

plicated a direct approach to showing that' it is onto (as used in the proof of

the last statement of (5.2)) has proved unfruitful.
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